
Calorimetry challenges and possible 
detector technology evolution

F. Lanni
on behalf of the full calorimeter WG. 

(see a partial list of contributors in the calorimeter session of: https://
indico.cern.ch/event/358198/other-view?view=standard)
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•Requirements on calorimeters @ FCC-hh
•Challenges of calorimeter technologies and 

possible evolution
- Photon-based
- MPGD
- Solid-state
- Noble Liquids

https://indico.cern.ch/event/358198/other-view?view=standard
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•Barrel: 0<|η|<1.5

•Extended Barrel: 1.5<|η|<2.7

•Endcap:   2.7<|η|<4(6)

•(Forward:   4<|η|<6)

Dipole'Fie
ld'

What technology? A single one? Likely each 
region will need to be optimised separately.

3(4) Regions in η η~1.5

η~2.7



Requirements: Volume
•Inner Radius determined by precision required on charged 

tracks pT measurements and on the magnets

• ECAL depth only moderately sensitive to √s=100 TeV: 30 
Xo for ~1 TeV fully contained e/γ. 

•Jet containment poses more severe constraints : 

‣Leading particle in a jet carry significant fraction (~10%) 
of jet energy:

‣Example: 30 TeV jets 8% of constituents have E>1TeV 
(and in average ~1 with E>5TeV)
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ECAL%~%+3X0%for%10*E%

98% containment of 1 TeV hadrons requires 
~12λ @ √s=100 TeV (10λ @ LHC)



Requirements: Acceptance
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Calorimeter extension up to η~6  



Requirements: Granularity
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High granularity 
is a key factor 

•At √s=100 TeV super-boosted regime: pT>5 TeV

•Cone size: R ~ 1/boost

•Highly collimated final states 

•Minimal distance to resolve two partons: ΔR~2m/
pT.

•Example for top: 

•pT = 200 GeV ⇒ R ≃ 2

•pT = 1 TeV ⇒ R ≃ 0.4

• pT = 10 TeV ⇒ R ≃ 0.05 

•Sub-structure identification will become difficult 
as the jet cone tend to be very narrow when 
particles enter the calorimeter (comparable to 
the Moliere radius) 

•Object overlap will be challenging.



Requirements:
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•Pileup conditions can be as much 
as 900 @ 25 ns (180 @ 5 ns) min-
bias events/crossing.

•Calorimeters with excellent timing 
resolution (10-20ps) may be 
required to mitigate pileup effects

Pileup mitigation

Radiation Tolerance
•~20ab-1 integrated luminosity

•In the barrel larger distance of the 
calorimeters compensates partly (x2 
HL-LHC)

•Endcap predictions can not be 
calculated without a solid understanding 
of the beam line shielding etc.
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Photon based calorimeters
Challenges and possible evolutions of 

Crystals: P. Lecoq, https://indico.cern.ch/event/358198/session/2/contribution/1/1/material/slides/1.pdf
Organic Scintillators: A. Henriques, https://indico.cern.ch/event/358198/session/2/contribution/1/3/material/
slides/1.pdf
Dual Readout: N. Ackurin, https://indico.cern.ch/event/358198/session/2/contribution/1/2/material/slides/0.pdf
Photodetectors: T. Tabarelli, https://indico.cern.ch/event/358198/session/2/contribution/1/4/material/slides/0.pdf

https://indico.cern.ch/event/358198/session/2/contribution/1/1/material/slides/1.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/358198/session/2/contribution/1/3/material/slides/1.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/358198/session/2/contribution/1/2/material/slides/0.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/358198/session/2/contribution/1/4/material/slides/0.pdf


Crystals
•Crystal developments over last 25 years 

focusing on understanding material properties 
(light yield, good energy resolution, decay time, 
radiation tolerance):

‣PWO, Pb halide family, LSO, LYSO, LGSO, 
LuAP, LuYAP…

‣LYSO is an excellent option, except for 
cost!!!

•New Pb halide crystals:

‣PbI2 at cryogenic temperatures (Derenzo 
2013)

‣PbFCI:K several emission bands. Some with 
short decay times

•Focus on Timing performance for many 
applications (HEP, MI, Homeland security)

‣New production technologies: Micro-pulling-
down, transparent ceramics, thin films, 
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Crystals
Improve Light transport and 
extraction efficiency: 

•Nanostructured interfaces 
allowing to couple light 
propagation modes inside and 
outside the crystal even for 
ostensibly full internal reflection

•Chiral nanophotonic waveguides 
to control the flow of light

‣Allows scattering of light by a 
nanoparticle at the surface of 
the nanofiber to be redirected 
in the direction of the fiber 
toward the photodetector 
(>50% even at light emitted at 
large angle)
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Organic Scintillators
•Organic scintillator calorimetry well established detector technology for hadronic 

calorimeters @ LHC and for their upgrades.

‣Scintillating tiles and fibers coupled to photodetectors on the outer periphery.

‣Cost effective solution

‣Promising for central HCAL in a FCC-hh experiment where radiation levels are 
expected to be moderate (50kRad/yr @ 1036)
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Organic Scintillators (cont.)
•High segmentation achievable 

by optimised organization of 
tiles and by the number of 
fibres coupled to a single 
photo-detector. 

‣Minimal changes needed in 
optics/mechanics to exploit 
full granularity @ FCC-hh
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��:""3mm"%les"every"9-18mm"in"Z->0.0007<��<0.008"
�R:""11"%les"and"8"fibres"in"R"->"8-11"layers"with"1�<�R<0.5"�
��:  20"cm"%les->"��=0.1"(with"dual"fibre"readout)"
In"total"~"620k"fibres"and"40k"%les";"but"~80-300"Tile-fibres"couplings"in"1PMT"=>"
10"k"channels";"��x��=0.1x0.1";"3"longitudinal"layers"in"LHC"
Cost/performance"compromise"in"electronics"costs"(~730CHF/channel"in"1998)"
Minimal"changes"needed"in"op%cs/mechanics"to"exploit"full"granularity"at"FCC-hh"



Photodetectors
•General requirements:

‣Rad hardness

‣B-field immunity

‣Time response

‣Dynamic range

‣ Integration/channel multiplicity

‣Matching to light emission of scintillators/
radiators

• Existing Technologies under development:

‣SiPM 

‣PMT-MCP  

• New technologies:

‣GaInP-PM

‣Tipsy (MEMS based transmission dynode 
stack on Si pixel CMOS anode) 12



Photodetectors: SiPM

13T. Tabarelli, https://indico.cern.ch/event/358198/session/2/contribution/1/4/material/slides/0.pdf

https://indico.cern.ch/event/358198/session/2/contribution/1/4/material/slides/0.pdf
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Photodetectors: MCP-PMTs
•Limitations:

‣Operations in Magnetic field (tested up to 2T)

‣Need lifetimes above 100 C/cm
2

 [achieved > 
5C/cm

2

 in MCPs with ALD (Atomic Layer 
Deposition) coating - which reduces out-
gassing]

•Alternative use of MCPs

‣Coupled to a Cerenkov 
radiator

‣As a secondary emission device



Dual Readout
•Radiation hardness tests on quartz fiber during R&D 

phase of the CMS FCAL

•Hard-polymer-clad/high OH-fused-silica core fibres 
(QP) shows significant radiation hardness and can 
deployed in forward and end-cap calorimeters

•PRL 71(1993) 1019, NIM A490(2002) 444, NIM 
A585(2008) 20

•DREAM and ADRIANO
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Gas Micro Pattern Calorimeters
Challenges and possible evolutions of 

A Sharma, https://indico.cern.ch/event/358198/session/2/contribution/1/0/material/slides/1.pdf
J Repond, https://indico.fnal.gov/getFile.py/access?contribId=24&sessionId=3&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=7864

https://indico.cern.ch/event/358198/session/2/contribution/1/0/material/slides/1.pdf
https://indico.fnal.gov/getFile.py/access?contribId=24&sessionId=3&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=7864


•MPGDs may offer a cost-effective means 
to  provide a finely segmented active 
medium for imaging calorimeters

•Extensive R&D for Imaging Hadronic 
Calorimeters in the CALICE collaboration

•Both analog and digital calorimetry
•RPC, MicroMegas and GEMs as 

possible active media

•Further R&D required for possible use of 
MPGD-based calorimeters in high 
intensity pp colliders
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MPGDs& RPCs& MicroMegas& GEMs&

Signal'charge' Dependent'on'
loca1on'of''
1st'ioniza1on'

Propor1onal'to'dE' Propor1onal'to'dE'

MIP'detec1on'efficiency' >90%' >90%' >90%'

Noise'rate' ~0.1'Hz/cm2' 0.02'Hz/cm2'+'sparks'
(10J5/event)'

Rate'capability' ~0.1'kHz/cm2' ~10'kHz/cm2' ~1'kHz/cm2'

Cost' Cheap' More'expensive' Expensive'(foils)'
Cheap'(THGEMs)'

Robustness' Yes' To'be'demonstrated' Not'so'much'(foils)'
Yes'(THGEMs)'

16#bit' 1"bit& 2"bit&

Scin%llator++%les+ RPC$ GEM$ RPC$ µMegas&&

•Rate capabilities

•Linearity of response and saturation at high energies

•Calibration (in particular for digital readout)

•Trigger schemes

•Time resolution achievable 

•Aging

Potential limitations and challenges
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•Example DHCAL 
with Fe absorber on 
pion beam 

•Close to linear 
response up to 60 
GeV
•Power law fit to 

measure saturation 
at high energies

•Energy resolution 
stochastic term 
~64%/√E (adequate 
for PFA)
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Response
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Silicon-based High Granularity Calorimeters
Challenges and possible evolutions of 

M. Mannelli, https://indico.cern.ch/event/358198/session/2/contribution/1/6/material/slides/0.pptx
J. Incandela, https://indico.fnal.gov/getFile.py/access?contribId=23&sessionId=3&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=7864

https://indico.cern.ch/event/358198/session/2/contribution/1/6/material/slides/0.pptx
https://indico.fnal.gov/getFile.py/access?contribId=23&sessionId=3&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=7864


• Si-HGC extends Tracking into Calorimeter 

•Provides good cluster energy resolution
•Very detailed topological information
•Excellent space resolving power for nearby clusters

•Ideally suited for PF reconstruction in ‘high-density’ 
energy deposit environment 

•Baseline choice for ILC/CLIC
•Option for HL-LHC upgrade of CMS EC-ECAL

•Possible applications for EM calorimeters in the central 
region of a FCC-hh experiment
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Potential Limitations and/or Challenges

•Size and costs

•Cell size mm2-cm2 and no. of readout channels

•Radiation tolerance of sensors and electronics 
•Thin sensors vs. noise & MIP sensitivity

•Dynamic Range vs. technology
•MIP to 100-200pC range
•Complexity, dead-time & pileup sensitivity

•Power and cooling

•Analog vs. Digital readout (UHGC)
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Si-HGC parameters for FCC-hh
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ILC-like structure for FCC-HGC
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ILC-like structure for FCC-HGC

Big$Differences$include
•  Power$consumption,$cooling,$$&$Data$rates
•  Radiation$and$:300C$operating$temperature

–  Thermal$enclosure$&$services$feed:troughs
•  ProAit$from$synergy$with$Tracker$R&D

–  Sensors,$cold$operation$&$CO2$cooling,$Power$&$Read:Out
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Power and cooling estimates for the  CMS-
HGC upgrade
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Si-HGC radiation resistance
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FE Electronics

•Large energy deposits may 
results in ToT spanning several 
bunch crossing
•Dead-time
•Integration of pileup (noise 

source) potentially spoiling 
the energy resolution

•MAPS and digital readout for 
pixelized detector w. low-
occupancy pixels could be an 
interesting alternative
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Noble Liquid Calorimeters
Challenges and possible evolutions of 



Well established techniques for large systems: 

•High density medium (LAr: 1.4g/cm
3
, LKr: 2.4 g/cm

3
)

•Purely electronic calibration provides cell energy-scale reconstruction

•Uniformity of response ensured by mechanical precision and electronics calibration 
resulting in a low constant term of the energy resolution

•Stability of response: O(10
-3
)

•Intrinsically radiation hard

•Intrinsic no detector limitations for high magnetic fields 

•Ease for configuration that can be optimised for different applications

•Segmentation mainly through configuration of the electrodes collecting the ionisation 
charges and stacking geometries of electrodes w. or wo. absorbers
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Potential limitations and challenges 

•Inactive material upfront (e.g. cryostat structures), however possible internal compensation in 
absorber construction (e.g. massless gap option studied for the GEM/SSC LKr detector)

•Cryogenics

•Purity

•Long drift time (450ns in ATLAS EM). Sensitivity to pileup?

•Costs (LKr, LXe) 



Resolution
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ECAL Energy Resolution:

σ
E
!
3.2%
E

⊕ 90MeV
E

⊕ 0.4%

ATLAS H1 NA48 GEM/SSC
LAr+Pb (2.0+1.5mm) 

accordion: [|η|<3.2]: ~175k 
channels

 LAr+Pb (2.4+2.5mm): ~30k 
channels

quasi-homogeneous LKr: 13k 
towers of 2x2 cm (1cm drift of 
LKr)

LKr+Pb prototype (NIM A344 
1994) on testbeam: Constant term 
not measured in testbeam. 0.7% 
estimated in GEM TP/TDR

σ
E
!
6.7%
E

⊕ 80MeV
E

σ
E
!
11.2%

E
⊕ 150MeV

E
⊕ 0.65%

σ
E
!
10%
E

⊕ 0.7%

HCAL Jet Energy Resolution 
(e.g. ATLAS):

σ
E
!
50%
E

⊕ 3%

Hadronic End-cap (HEC):  Cu 
absorbers, electrostatic 
transformers [1.5<|η|<3.2]: 5.6k 
channels

Forward Calorimeter (FCal):  
narrow gap tubes in Cu (FCAL1 
module) / W (FCAL2,3 modules) 
absorbing structure [3.1<|η|<4.9]: 
3.5k channels

σ
E
!
100%
E

⊕10%

Pointing Resolution 
(e.g. ATLAS): σ z ! 5mm(@η ≈ 0)

σϑ ! 40 × Emrad(@η ≈ 0)



Granularity
Sampling fraction/frequency, transverse and 
longitudinal granularity tuned to the 
application.

•E.g ATLAS LAr EM barrel calorimeter 
(http://cds.cern.ch/record/883909/files/
phep-2005-034.pdf?version=1)

‣Pointing

‣Transverse segmentation (η) 
determined by strip-line design in 
kapton electrodes

‣Granularity in φ by ganging  
electrodes through PC boards 
installed in front (inner R) and in the 
back (outer R)

‣3(4) layers of longitudinal 
segmentation is achievable by 
developed techniques (ATLAS). 
More will require substantial R&D 
on large area multi-layer kapton 
structures 33

Accordion geometry - 
Fournier RD3 (1990ca.)

z

R

http://cds.cern.ch/record/883909/files/phep-2005-034.pdf?version=1


Body Level One Body Level One

•NIM A 597 (2008) 
Testbeam results
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Multiple sampling and 
Optimal Filtering reduce noise
(main contribution to resolution
at low energies)

•2011 collisions (https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/AtlasPublic/
LArCaloPublicResults2010)

Even if not as performing as some other technologies, timing resolution should be 
sufficient to associate efficiently objects to bunch crossing ID even in 5ns beam 
spacing scenarios

E = α i (Si − p)
i
∑

Eτ = βi (Si − p)
i
∑

Timing Performance

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/AtlasPublic/LArCaloPublicResults2010


Body Level One Body Level One35

•Higher longitudinal and transversal granularity in accordion or more traditional 
geometries

•Composite materials for “massless” structures to minimise dead material in 
front (e.g. inner cold tube structure in a potential noble liquid barrel 
calorimeter).

•Front-end electronics in cryogenics: reduction of noise (if needed at low 
energies) can be achieved with the analog front-end operating at LAr 
temperatures (i.e. installed directly on detector). Long term reliability issues of 
cryogenic electronics have been addressed and solved by both NA48 and the 
ATLAS LAr HEC calorimeter (for ~10k channels)

•Integration of readout (and functional blocks) for a cost effective potential 
solution in an application that require likely a much larger number counts of 
channels wrt. LHC.

•Limits of operations at very high rates in particular for the forward region

•Potential performance benefit of other (than LAr) liquid nobles (depending 
also on the experimental layout and material budget in front)

Evolution and long R&D studies



Body Level One Body Level One36

•Several technologies in consideration

•Each requires a robust program of R&D to satisfy all 
requirements imposed by an experiment at the FCC

•Guidelines and technology choice will be driven by 
physics, by environmental constraints/experimental 
layout and integration aspects

•Benefits from what will be learnt for the HL-LHC 
upgrades

•Optimization of the detector performance will likely 
lead to different technologies for the 4 regions 
considered

Summary/Conclusions


